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The Director's Sounding Board

The Concord Field Station . Efforts to acquire for the Iftiseum a field

station within easy driving distance from the Museum have been going on for

the last 4 years. Through the initiative of Barbara Lawrence and Charles

Lyman, an almost ideal tract of land, the Estabrook Woods, was discovered in

Concord. We now have an option on some 700 acres of land and hope that by the

time this Newsletter reaches you title of much of that land will be in the

name of the MCZ and we also hope that much of the money for the land will be

in hand by then.

As more and more taxonomists study the living animal, the need for a

field station for research as well as instruction has become increasingly

apparent. The Estabrook Woods are only 35 minutes by car from the Museum,

and there is every reason to expect that the Concord Field Station will become

an increasingly important branch of the Museum. Owing to the generosity of the

Pickman family we have been placed in the position to acquire an abandoned

Nike site and attached acreage close to (but not immediately adjacent to) the

Estabrook Woods. This Nike site will be converted into the headquarters

building for the Concord Field Station.

Also, I would like to report that plans are being completed for a new

wing of the Museum. The purpose of this wing will be in part to relieve the

overcrowding in some of the existing departments of the Museum (is there any

department that does not feel overcrowded?), but also and perhaps more so, to

provide for facilities not at the present time available in the old building.

There will be facilities for experimental studies of all sorts, for aquaria

and for the maintenance of live mammals, birds, reptiles and insects for

behavior studies and studies in environmental physiology. I hope to report

more on these plans in a future Newsletter.

The last couple of years have been rather exciting for systematic biology.

There is now a systematics program (SB) in the International Biological

Program (IBP), there have been several recent joint conferences between

taxonomists and molecular biologists, there has been a steady increase in
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the size of the Society of Systematic Zoology, of NSF grants in our area, etc.

The time when taxonomy was considered something dull and obsolete is now

definitely past. It can be said without boasting that the scientific staff

of the MCZ has made a major contribution in bringing about this change in

attitude. Systematic zoology is still an endless frontier and we are looking

forward with confidence toward a productive future.

Staff Members Honored

Professor George Gaylord Simpson was awarded a National Medal of Science

by President Johnson early this year. Presented annually to scientists

"deserving of special recognition by reason of outstanding contribution to

knowledge in physical, biological, mathematical or engineering sciences",

this year eleven awards were made at a White House ceremony in February. Dr.

Simpson's award was for his major role in synthesizing recent discoveries in

genetics and paleontology.

Dr. Simpson has also recently been awarded an honorary Doctor of Science

by Cambridge University, England and Doctor honors causa by the University of

Paris, France.

At its annual meeting last August in Columbus, Ohio, The American

Ornithologists 9 Union presented its Brewster Gold Medal to Professor Ernst Mayr.

Clench Retirement Observed

Bill Clench retires this year after having been Curator of Molluscs at the

MCZ for forty years. A luncheon on the 2^th of May provided an opportunity for

his friends and associates to express their regard for his many contributions

to the world of science, his many and excellent publications, his fine roster

of students past and present, and his unfailing enthusiasm. Sixty-four people

were present, colleagues from the MCZ and other institutions and former students.

Bill was presented with a MRed Box" containing over 160 letters from friends

all over the world. The Faculty had also prepared a handsome citation lauding

his accomplishments. The MCZ staff had great pleasure in giving Bill a gold

wrist watch and to Julia Clench a cameo pin as a token of appreciation for the

great part she has played in furthering Bill°s work. Ernst Mayr and Al Romer

made the presentations and expressed so well the things we were all thinking.
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Tom Pulley, a former student who came up from Houston, Texas for the occasion,

spoke briefly and Dr. Render from the U.S. National Museum gave a short but

very interesting resume* of the years since he first met Dr. Clench and was his

first graduate student. Everyone expressed their pleasure at knowing that the

formality of retiring would in no way lessen Bill's participation in research.

It was a very happy gathering. -

(Myvanwy Dick)

I

Whittington to Change Cambridges

It is with regret that we anticipate Dr. Whittington s departure this

eunttnax- to assume the post of Woodwardian Professor of Geology at the University

of Cambridge, the most distinguished chair in this field in Great Britain. In

the nearly 20 years that Whittington has been associated with the Museum, he

has greatly added to its distinction and to the spirit of warm congeniality

for which the MCZ is so justly famous. The departure of the Whittingtons will

leave a real gap in our circle and we wish them all happiness in their

challenging and prestigious new position. Dr. Whittington expects to be

visiting Harvard frequently and looks forward to seeing friends from the MCZ

in the other Cambridge.

Romer Retires

Professor Romer s retirement on 30 June 1965 from the positions of Professor

of Zoology and Curator of Vertebrate Paleontology, and on 3O 'June 1966 from the

Faculty of the Miseum, has not left him with time on his hands.

According to Dr. Romer, his year as president of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science has required "occasional spots of work,

including board and committee meetings in Washington, trips to divisional

meetings (such as the Rocky Mountain Division in Las Cruces, New Mexico in

May) and to Nottingham, England this summer for the British Association meeting."

Between such spots of work, proofreading for the new edition of "Vertebrate

Paleontology" has been in progress. July publication is anticipated.

Preparation of the single box of Argentina fossils which arrived safely

is well under way, and skulls of at least a half dozen new reptiles have emerged,

with perhaps more still lurking in the nodules. The remaining boxes are now





among friends in Buenos Aires and they have promised to get them on shipboard

very shortly.

This schedule has left Dr. Homer time for lecturing at the University of

Oregon, Washington University Medical School, Brigham Young University (including

a pleasant visit with Jim Jenson and Marie), Earlham College and St. Anselm's

College,

Appointments

Tomislav Munetic was appointed Librarian in the MCZ last October, following

the resignation of Mrs. MacDonald. Employed in the Harvard College Library

since 1963, Mr. Munetic was previously cataloger in the library of the University

of Puerto Rico, translator for the U.S. Joint Publications Research Service at

San Francisco, and translator for McGraw-Hill Book Company. A graduate of

Dartmouth College, he earned his M.L.S. at the University of California in 1962.

Kenneth J. Boss will become Assistant Curator of Mollusks on 1 August I966.

He is returning to the MCZ, where he earned his degree in 1963s after spending

several years as Research Biologist with the U.S. Fish and vJildlife Service.

Field Trips

William and Annette Cottrell returned in April, 1965 from nearly ten months

in the Southwest Pacific, Australia, Southeast Asia, India and East Africa,

primarily for behavioral studies of certain lesser-known bird groups (chiefly

at the familial or subfamilial level). Collecting in Western Australia

produced a representative assortment for the Bird Department. Throughout the

expedition Annette, in addition to photography, concentrated on the collection

of spiders, beetles, millipedes, centipedes and cockroaches, relayed back to

the Museum from various points.

First stop was Taveuni in the Fiji Islands for several days with a famous

bird enigma, Lamprolia victoriae , then to New Caledonia for a look at Xagus,

and on to New Guinea by way of Efate in New Hebrides, Guadalcanal in the Solomons,

and New Britain. A month in New Guinea was divided about evenly between

lowland and highland sites, with a week on Mount Wilhelm in camp at 9*500 feet.
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Then came the heart of the expedition, nearly four months in Australia,

beginning in northern Queensland, thence south chiefly near the east coast —
but with thrusts westward into the drier country — to Canberra and a chance to

participate in the very active banding program in progress there. In Western

Australia the bird collecting was carried out by Land-Rover and camping, in the

outback and along the coasts. The justly renowned wild flowers were close to

their peak, and the pull towards botany resisted only reluctantly. There were

a few fascinating if visually frustrating days with one of the most accomplished

skulkers in the world, the very recently rediscovered Noisy Scrubbird. After

Victoria, with a mingling of the classic and the little known, there was a

week with D.L. Serventy on his muttonbird island in Bass Strait, where the 18th

consecutive breeding survey had just begun. All about was the homeland of the

Cape Barren Goose.

Christmas week, spent in the tPhilippines, afforded a chance to see something

of the extensive banding program designed to provide data for the Migratory

Animal Pathological Survey of the U.S. Armed Forces Institute of Pathology,

headquartered in Tokyo. Another facet of this same program was encountered in

Malaya, near Kuala Lumpur. The route then went north to Thailand, diverged to

include Cambodia, and swung west across India, with various zigs and zags. A

planned three weeks in the lower Himalayas near Darjeeling had to be drastically

curtailed because of :'unprecedently ?5 severe weather. Mount Everest gear rented

from Tenzing's Himalayan Mountaineering Institute made existence possible, but

snow precluded travel into the desired country above Darjeeling. The last

major region was Kenya, with work about Lake Baringo in the Rift Valley, in

the southeastern plains 9 along the coast (for Crab Plovers), and finally in the

forests east of Mount Elgon.

An outstanding feature of the expedition was the very high degree of

friendly cooperation met with everywhere, from professional and amateur alike.

Much of what was accomplished would have been impossible without this cooperation.

(Mrs. G.W. Cottrell, 30 May 1965)

Ray Paynter"s field trip to Ecuador last fall, so casually anticipated in

the previous newsletter, ended abruptly in a near disaster when an armed band

attacked the expedition consisting of Dr. and Mrs. Paynter and student David

Norton. Luckily, Mr. Norton was able to escape by running up some mileage on
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foot, and returned with help for the Paynters, who had been left for dead by

their assailants. We're grateful to have them back.

Dr. Whittington spent seven weeks last summer in western Newfoundland,

collecting trilobites from Ordovician rocks all along the western coast. The

weather and collecting were both excellent. In late summer he collected in

the Ordovician of Nevada with a group from the U.S. National Museum and U.S.

Geological Survey.

Dr. Giles Mead was Chief Scientist on Cruise XIH of the ANTON BRUUN,

which departed from Valparaiso on 4 January 1966 and returned a month later.

The principal objective of the cruise was to obtain biological collections

and associated hydrographic and productivity data from the Humboldt Current

and from adjacent areas for comparison.

Also on board were John Dearborn, Jack Musick and Basil Nafpaktitis from

the MCZ and Kunigunde Hulsemann, Carol Kourtz and Donald Bourne from Woods

Hole.

Mollusk Department News

Vida Kenk went on the TE VEGA expedition during the summer, travelling

to Fiji, Samoa, Hawaii and California. Dr. Barry Wilson, who was a postdoctoral

with us during the year, left last June to return to Australia via Europe; he

is now back at the laboratory in Australia and actively working there. Dr. Michael

Ghiselin, who was also a postdoctoral with us, is now at the Systematics-Ecology

Program at the Marine Biological Laboratories at Woods Hole working with Mel

Carriker on a three year project. Drs. William Clench and Ruth Turner, and

Mr. Richard I. Johnson attended the American Malacological Union meetings in

New York on Staten Island. Dr. Turner also attended the first interamerican

Naval Research Conference in Puerto Rico, the European Malacological Congress

in Copenhagen, and a Symposium on Wood and Organisms in Berlin. Jose Stuardo

is with us for his second year and will be completing his qualifying exams and

getting started in his research. He is a graduate student from Chile.

(Ruth D. Turner)
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Students

Now working in invertebrate paleontology are Merrill Foster, James

Sprinkle, and Roger Thomas. Larry Walker is now at 222 Gatehouse Drive,

East Apartment A, Metairie, Louisiana, 70001.

Students in the bird department are Francois Vuilleumier, John Alcock,

Robert Jenkins, and David Norton.

Entomology students include Robert Matthews, Charles Porter and

Frederick Shepard.

Fish students include Basil Nafpaktitus, Michael Graae, William 0«Day,

Robert MacDowell, Naercio Menezes, and Martin Kerringa. Naercio Menezes
has left for several months in Brazil, where he will be with two collecting
trips in the Amazon River area.

Working in marine invertebrates are Frederick Hotchkiss and Amy Schoener.

Ira Rubinoff is now directing a program in Panama and is associated with
the U.S. National Museum. His address is Canal Zone Biological Area, Drawer
"C", Balboa, Canal Zone.

Jon Reiskind, Larry Pinter, Bill Eberhard and Fred Coyle are promoting
the cause of arachnology.

Herpetology students are George Gorman, Allen Greer, Michael Dix and
Roy Smith.

Ellis McLeod will soon have the new address of Department of .Entomology,
University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Vincent Maglio, William Sill, Roger Wood and John Wahlert are students
in vertebrate paleontology.

.

Guy Bush, just back from Australia, will spend the summer in Cambridge
before taking up residence at the Department of Zoology at the University of
Texas.

Students in the mollusk department are Vida Kenk and Jose Stuardo.

Allen Brady, now at Albion College, Albion, Michigan, expects to return
to Hope College, Holland, Michigan next year. Allen attended the Araneologists'
Meeting (Amer. Entorn. Soc.) at New Orleans last fall, where he spoke on his
oxyopid spider work and met several American spider workers for the first time.
He is continuing his work on the spider genus Hamataliwa in .Mexico and
Central America.

Students in Tropical Studies Program (O.T.S.

)

Three of our graduate students have recently spent several months in the
Costa Rican area, Amy Levowitz and Tom Schoener participating in the Organization
for Tropical Studies' Fundamentals course, and Bob Jenkins doing individual
research. The O.T.S. (of which Harvard is a member institution) offers several
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courses tid.ce a year, in various aspects of tropical biology. The Fundamentals

course is the most basic and serves as a general introduction' torterrestrial

and marine field ecology in Costa Rica. Students have an opportunity to study

diverse environments, obtain a background knowledge through lectures and field

problems, and to become interested in further work in the tropics.

(Amy Schoener)

Visitors

Dr. K.S.W. Campbell, on sabbatical leave from the National University of

Australia, Canberra, was here from May to December, working on Silurian

trilobites from Oklahoma and with Dr. Whittington on trilobites of the same

age from Maine. He also participated in a seminar.

Professor L. St^rmer, on sabbatical leave from the University of Oslo,

Norway, has been here since October as an Alexander Agassiz Visiting Lecturer.

He is working on Ordovician trilobites from Norway, and gave a series of five

lectures on "The Evolution of Trilobites, Scorpions and their Relatives".

Congratulations

Julia Barth and Jon Reiskind were married on 12 February in Cambridge.

Jon kept fcis wits even to the extent that he remembered it was Charles Darwin 1 s

157th birthday, and proposed a toast in honor of the occasion.

A photo of a surprised looking penguin with a brand new band on its

wing brought the news that Amy Levowitz and Thomas Schoener also are banded.

The Richard Johnsons have a son, Richard Minot Weld Johnson, born on

23 December 1965.

Old Friends Keep in Touch

Arthur Loveridge writes of St. Helena; "Its peaceful quiet ways are

disappearing.... currently by the importation of bulldozers and trucks and a

vast building scheme to house the personnel of a • Diplomatic Wireless Station

just 2 1/2 miles beyond us. Consequently the traffic has been tripled this

year and trucks go groaning past with loads of cement and prefab houses at all

hours of the day."
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Nancy Buffler, whose drawings grace many publications by MCZ entomologists,

stopped by to say hello recently. Though Susan, Robert and John keep her

well occupied, she finds time to help her physicist husband with his research.

The Bufflers have recently returned from one and one-half years in France.

Their address is 9 Circle Street, Marblehead, Mass.

Exhibitions - Acquisitions

A new addition to the MCZ fish collection is a 46 inch Coelacanth,

Latimeria chalumnae, a gift from Dr. Henry B. Bigelow. Coelacanths were

thought to have been extinct for over 60 million years, but in 1939 were

discovered alive in the waters around the Comoro Islands near Madagascar.

They are rare and there are only four other specimens in the United States.

On the third floor, the African Room has been spruced up with new lights

and fresh paint.





A Lesson on Bones

Tilly Edinger

A 1962 Newsletter mentioned my interest in the various bones
which in some fishes can become weirdly large, thick and heavy,
and assume curious shapes. As they are found detached, recent or
subfossil or fossil sole remains of vanished fishes, finders regard
them as hopeless riddles.

Those few then in the MCZ collections had been stowed away
as indeterminable fossils. As the rumor spread that there is some-
body here who sometimes knows what they are, we received dozens and
dozens of such puzzlers - some on loan, and gifts from our Vertebrate
Paleontology friend Stan Olsen, from Mrs. CM. Montague of Atlantic
Beach, Florida, but mostly from Mr. Edwin Hicks of Jacksonville -
a friend, actually, of our molluscs department. He collects them
from spoil banks dredged from the mouth of the St. John's River.

Two of them were easily determined as bones of an aquatic and
a terrestrial mammal. One is a jugal arch of a manatee, the other
a claw of a big sloth, just like those on two fingers of the giant
sloth skeleton mounted in the MCZ exhibits. A third was also
clearly not from a fish; but this was a riddle even after a visit
to the great skeleton collection in Frankfurt a.M. had solved all
but one of the other remaining enigmas. By now, this 78 mm long
specimen has taught us a lesson about once buried bones in general.
Hamlet would have said: There are more things inside of bones,
dear colleagues, than are dreamt of by osteologists.

It looked like another petrified fragment of a manatee bone.
The characteristic dense inner structure is clearly seen, because
it is a lengthwise broken half bone - but on the inside thus
revealed were straight, smooth canals, and manatee bones are tne
most solid on earth. Desperately curious, I took it twice to the
5th floor, but all comparisons with Mammal Department skeletons
left the riddle unsolved. Those intriguing canals could be some-
thing invisible on unbroken bones. The fossil specimen does not
include an opening to the outside.

Several visitors were consulted. The last was Prof. H. Hofer,
German zoologist, and he, too, sadly shook his head. But next
morning he happened to see that bone again, and he exclaimed:
" Teredo: " Ruth Turner, world authority on boring molluscs, promptly
confirmed that on our shores Pholas and Lithophaga produce just
such passages. Bill Newman brought a stone" crossed by exactly
such smooth tunnels, with the cirriped that had etched them still
sticking in at the outer end. posthumous labor on bones by marine
invertebrates is what no neo- or paleo-osteologist had dreamed. .

.

5 July 1965

MCZ Newsletter 1966, No. 1
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